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in taking a Chapter IN this Book (the Way

NT TRUTH. .
To read.■what was given - IN CONTEXT -

"THE PRESENT TRUTH."
Found INTACT in "R&H ARTICLES" Book (l) -

- HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY Report # 186.
Drawer 130 - West 
GRAND FORKS, B.C. ' 
Canada.

VISION" 1846 “BROADSIDE?1 - which is NOT 
the "FIRST VISION" brtthe First Vision - 
PLUS’ (Read that with a MAGNIFYING GLASS 
and see what is MESSING and which applies' 
right now - in our 1965 TIME - J)EGOR 29. 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

With these few words of Introduction - 
we now come to the Subject of "REMNANT" 
and the "GATHERING TIME." 

TO. OLD JERUSALEM.
It is when certain ones are on a Tear 

•' ‘ - r _ in

the GATHERING’TIME." EW 75.
I O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0
• "Then I was pointed to some who are in the 

GREAT ERROR, that the Saints are yet to go :^°^to OLD JERUSALEM,&c., before the'Lord comes.
... I saw that the REASON WHY they were
LEFT to go into this GREAT ERROR, is because 
they have NOT CONFESSED and FOR.SAKEN their

(5) And with that MISSING PARAGRAPH - you 
now just MIGHT have a CHANCE to UNDERSTAND 

I wonder what MALICIOUS^H^JT j?a£ revealed what this is Talking about.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0—0—0
BREATHES there an Adventist so DEAD - 
or a Laodicean so LUKEWARM -
that he Thinks the NEW WAY is an IMPROVE
MENT - ? There are that Kind - in the R&H 
Offices. Else they would REPRINT EW - 
setting it up AS IT WAS - with even the 

p.9. Also in "THE PRESENT TRUTH11 (about JMISSING SENTENCES as_shown in "MY FIRST 
88 page BOOKLET - on p.2I. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
KEY PARAGRAPH (LEFT OUT of EW 42 
"Dear Brethren and Sisters -

The Lord has shown me that it is my. duty 
to relate to you, what he has revealed to 
me relating to the PRESENT TRUTH, PRESENT 
(1349) tried, scattered and tempted state, 
and our duty in view of the COMING Judg-

■ merits of God." (Emphasis & Parenthesis ADDED) n
the above TESTIMONY - the FIRST to go to OLD JERUSALEM - this, is "NO 

TESTIMONY appearing in the "PRESENT. TRUTH" 
THE VERY FIRST THING - was TAKEN OUT - ’ 
THROWN AWAY - as your own Investigation 
will reveal .’ What "MALICIOUS'I^W" 
suppose we might have - to reveal this 
TRUTH -‘to you - ? That the.TESTIWNIES 
liatfe been BUTCHERED and DOCTORED UP - ?

REPLY to a letter from "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT11 
FALSELY called: "Seventh-day Adventist Lay 
Journal" - by A.L .HUDSON - who is a FORMER 
"ADVENTIST" and a former Local ELDER of 
BAKER, OREGON. USA. '

• The LETTER from this "OFFSHOOT" and "OUTCAST" - dated Dec. 5,1964... Of course - in 
ADVENTIST "CIRCLES" and THINKING - there could be no more DISHONORABLE MENTION - no 
GREATER DISGRACE - than to be an “OFFSHOOT" - hence the SHAME in the NAME. What such 
people need is to get down and earnestly STUDY the "GATHERING TIME?1 when the Lord 
sets His Hand the "SECOND TH®1 to "GATHER THE REMNANT OF ISREAL" - who ARE these 
very "OUTCASTS" and "ESCAPED" of ZION - J Which we have been TRYING to tell these 
people for many Years - but it does not seem to PENETRATE.(lsa<u:il-2,16. 37:31.etc.)

"EARLY WRITINGS" ; - . - ' 1965 PR]
It is reported that Sr. White-held this '
Book in her hands and said: "What-have they read as follows: 
done to my Book?" (I) The MISSING PARAGRAPH just shown. '

******** (2) meARLY WRITINGS11 p.Z2-45.. (Some very,
This will be brushed off By the Big-Wigs of very Important statements referring to 
Washington as- a ftMALICIOUS RUMOUR." RUWURS,i»faLse REFORMATIONS" both IN as well has 
of course - must be STOPPED, and especially OUT of the Church - MISSING from EW 45:') 
if they are MALICIOUS. (With EVIL-INTENT.) (3) now you will'have to JUMP from EW 45 

------ - - Pedal or Paddle BACK - UPSTREAM - to
I wonder what MALICIOUS INTENT was revealed EW 36.

.. in taking a Chapter IN this Book (the Way (4) To get this RIGHT - you will have to
the Lord gave it) - and splitting it right CUT THE PAGES OUT of EW 36’to EW 41 - and 
in to: Printing the LAST Part FIRST: - and paste them in behind EW 45.
/the FIRST Part LAST - ?

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
in taking the KEYpARAGRAFH0UT OF THIS BOCK 
and throwing it away ENTIRELY - ? So that 
entire "OFFSHOOT DENOMINATIONS11 have been 
established due to the LOSS of this PARA
GRAPH?



R&H. Oct.7,1851

"THE GATHERING TIME."
In the ORIGINAL "PRESENT TRUTHS*1 - Ellen 
G.White often let JAMES WHITE dp the 
Writing. There •were,, in fact - 20 pages 
before she wrote ANYTHING. MUCH - in the 
EARLY WRITINGS - such as "PRESENT TRUTH" 
and "HOW TO LIVE** - were edited JOINTLY. 
This makes it very necessary to pay 
CLOSER ATTENTION to what was written by 
"JAKES WHITE** - in the EARLY DAYS, 
o-o-o-o-o-o
WM. FILLER »S DREAM.

2- ($86.) SHEPHERD’S ROD. 1959. o-o-o—o-o—o—o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
ERRORS, that they have been in for a number 
of YEARS PAST." FT 87. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
How FITTING is the above Testimony in view 
of the "SHEPHERD’S ROD" Waco fiasco-1959, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"A WARNING... and many are ;led to SUPPOSE 
that we are in Fellowship with these Charac
ters who hold some Doctrines as Corrupt and 
as BLACK AS HELL. This may seem to be HARSH 
LANGUAGE; but we canpot conceive of language It is with this thought that we turn to 
too pointed to express our views of that Wm. Miller’s Dream. Ellen White refers 

to this in EW'48. The man with the "Dirt 
Brush" - EW 83. See also T5:8I.
O-O-O-O-O-O
A True Understanding of this reveals-that 
the "SWEEPING** - the "WIT®" - and the 
"RUBBISH** - is ERROR that is swept OUT - 
and the TRUTH - remains • That those who 
ACCEPT the TRUTH - the Straight Testimony 
to the Laodiceans - upon which the DESTI
NY of the Church "HANGS" - EW 270. This 
is the CHURCH - and these are the RECORDS 
kept in the BOOK in HEAVEN - for the 
"MAN WITH THE DIRT-BRUSH** certainly NEVER 
comes to EARTH - blit is in the Most Holy 
Place in Heaven - where the RECORD of the 
TRUE CHURCH is kept in the BOOK OF' LIFE. 
This is in verity the THIRD ANGEL ’S MESS
AGE. And in Wm. Miler’s Dream - it was' 
a CASKET of JEWELS (TRUTH) -“that was set 
in Place and in Order in I8Z4. But thdre 
was some SCATTERING in the CHURCH on 
EARTH - and the more Wm. Miller reproved, 
the more they "SCATTERED" these JEWELS 
of TRUTH. EW' 83.
0—0—0—0—0^’0 - F
This/ of course - would not go over very 
well in LAQDIQEAN THINKING - as it would 

T5:2H. A2:I05. A5:238,2Z2. be NECESSARY TO ADMIT that the ,SDA CHURCH 
has slipped in "COUNTERFEIT COIN" "DIRT" 
and "RUBBISH** - and SCATTERED the TRUE- 
JEWELS OF TRUE TRUTH - I And that these'' ’ 
are "WICKED PERSONS” - all this in EW 83. 
There are abundant references to prove 
that "RUBBISH** is FALSE DOCTRINE. T5:7IO. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
There is going to be a SWEEPING OUT of 
this FALSE DOCTRINE and FALSE BRETHREN 
(SG 2:201) "As we near the JUDGMENT." 
And NOTICE - there is to be a NEW CASKET 
as well* EW 83. r .
o-o-o-o-o-o . . , 
"But THE CHURCH is very precious in His-

’DAMNABLE HERESY* that leads to the viola* 
tion of the seventh commandment. WE MEAN 
THF DOCTRINE OF SPIRITUAL UNION." JAMES 
WHITE in R&H EXTRA, July 21,1851. EGWMR ZZ. 
0-0-0—0—0—o 
Then in Oct. of the same year: 
a Warning that sounded along another Line, 
but Experience, History, and Evidence re
vealed on Blotters in the R&H Offices and 
with anyone who has Watched these Movements, 
the **Gracious" Doctrine of the "LOVE OF GOD" 
that will save "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES THAT 
NO MAN CAN NUMBER" - and dare to try to Tie 
that Thing on to the TESTIMIES - or "MY 
FIRST VISION** of the 1/4,000 - 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
That irresponsible LOVE-SLOBBER - leads to 
SEXUAL ABANDON and PROMISCUITY - as the 
JONES and HOUTEFF (now the BRINSI.EAD) - 
DOCTRINES reveal. "LOVE ABOVE JUSTICE." 
"He is too MERCIFUL to visit His people in 
JUDGMENT" - that is what they said as they 
stayed OUT of the ARK - or as they remained 
IN Sodom - or IN the Church at JERUSALEM. 
These are called; "DUMB DOGS" that will not 
"BARK" - andfthey are the FIRST to feel.- 
not "LOVE" .-'but the "WRATH OF GW** - "all “ 
perish together." 1 
.They did not UNDERSTAND the "CHARACTER** of 
God. They MIGHT have understood had they 
BELIEVED the Doctrine and "MY FIRST VISION." 
o-o-o-o-o-o ’ ‘ ~

, "In the Fear of God I tell you that the TRUE 
Exposition of the Scriptures is NECESSARY 
for the correct MORAL Development of our 
Characters.” A4:20. R&H. Feb.IZ.,I899. < 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"Ungodly Teaching will be FOLLOWED by 
Sinful Practice." EGW. 
0-0—0-0—0—0 
UNGQDLY TEACHING: •' / ; '
"the STRANGE NOTIONS that some have run into, v
that the Saints have yet to go to OLD JERUSA- sight. It is the CASE which CONTAINS the 
LEM,etc. BRETHREN, beware “of such HERESIES." JEWELS." T6;26l,309. TC 75. Notice this 
R&H. Oct.7,1851. EGWMR Z4. 7 .is the "SCATTERING" & "GATHERING" Time.



3- Pl86.) HUDSON-BRINSMEAD-RUE'« 1962. 
0—0—O—O—O—0*0—0—0—O'-O—O—O—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0*0 
THE CASKET - THE SECOND TIME -
WM. MILLER’S DREAM - Dec,3,1847. PT 75. 
THE GATHERING TIKE - EGW, 01 74. PT 86. 
11 Sept. 23(1850), the Lord showed roe that He 
had stretched out His hand THE SECOND TIME 
to recewsrthe REMNANT of His people,.11 EW 
74, and EW 75 shows this will be when the 
“HERESY" - such as the YAHVISTS * the RQDAN- 
ITES - the SHEPHERD fS ROD - the ADVENTISTS 

the JEWS, and the WORLD ITSELF * are ‘ 
all on a Tear to get to that UNHOLY LAND. 
To See what they can See. This is the THE 
to FLEE OUT of JERUSALEM THE CHURCH. For 
a ’’NEW CASKET11 is now being set up for the 
" JEWELS11 that are “JEWELS” * and that will 
“SHINE AS THE STARS1’ in the DARKEST HOUR, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
This brings us to the “MIDNIGHT CRY11 - and 
back to the NOTES by ELLEN JAMES WHITE 
in PT 73*75 - right after the Testimony by 
Ellen G.White on the “SHAKING” - the MIGHTY 

' ■ "SHAKING” - PT 72. 
0*0*0 *0*0*0.
The MIDNIGHT "CRY * we are told * is PRESENT 
TRUTH for I844 and will REMAIN “PRESENT '' 
TRUTH11 to the End of Tima. In I844 - there 
were 50,000 in the "CASKET” * but this CASKET 
OF TRUTH was TORN APART and TRAMPLED UNDER
FOOT after 1844. But in the “GATHERING TIKE” 
these TRUTHS would be set in their place & 

. a MUCH LARGER CASKET would “GATHER UP" the 
“JEWELS" - EW 83. It would HAVE to be much 
“LARGER” * 3 Times as large * to hold 144, 
666.’ These “JEWELS” and this ’’REMNANT" are 
“SEALED” and come OUT OF THE WORLD - for 
the MOST PART.’ EW 38,255,256,61. That to 
“SEPARATE” from their FORMER BRETHREN - is 
the "PREPARATION FOR THE END.” EW 69 - in 
“THE GATHERING TIKE” and “THE BATTLE IN THE 
DAY OF THE-LORD." 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
THE GATHERING TIKE - 
this then - throws New Light on the FOOT
NOTES by THE WHITES - in IT 73-5. That the 
"GATHERING TIME" is the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE 
and is the "MIDNIGHT CRY” - in which the 

... WISE * leave the FOOLISH. This is the “WORD
TO THE LITTLE FLOCK’’ - SCATTERED ABROAD.
To GATHER into the CASKET OF TRUTH. 144,000 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
“RECEIVE THE SEAL “OF THE LIVING’GOD” - no 
more, no less. 144,000. PT 74-5. NONE of 
this can be Understood WITHOUT those ORIGIN
AL WRITINGS - wh5.eh'have come forth for 
such a Time as this. But this will be COUNT
ERED by FALSE REFORMATIONS which will Teach 
exactly as PREDICTED in GC 464*471,

A REFORMATION ON EMOTION - NOT ON TRUTH’
1 O—0—0—0—0—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0
A JL.HUDSON LETTER * Dec.5,1964.
“Dear Brother Hoehn:

1 Thank you for your renewal to our public
ations.
With reference to the Prayer Circle, you 
have crossed out part of the proposition 

" but underlined: "Please put us on the 
" mailing list to receive such Bulletins 
and Memos as will be issued in connection 
with the Prayer Circle.
This Prayer Circle is serious business 
and the material to be sent out is only 
for those who want to pray. Otherwise it 
will have no value.
Although open to any one who sincerely 
wants to join people who feel the need 
of a deeper prayer life, it is not for 
curiosity seekers who simple want to stand 
on the “outside" and watch. It’s to be 
something of a "family" affair.
You are still welcome to join if you feel 
the need of prayer and want to join those 
like-minded*.
i Sincerely your brother in Christ, 

(Signed) A ,L .HUDSON.
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0—d—0—0—0—0*0*0 
H .HOEHN LETTER - Dec. 25,1964.
Dear Brother Hudson: - -
The last line of your Letter reveals the 
ARROGANT ADVENTIST MIND. If you feel the 
“NEED" of Prayer * "JOIN” us - .’
There could be no other Way, No other 
Place. And then the Slam about "IF YOU 
FEEL THE NEED" - and the Double-Slam - 
then "JOIN” - us .(in Jerusalem or Samaria?) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Brother Hudson -’it is Time to consider 
that Proposition, If one feels the NEED 
of Prayer - WHERE should he Pray - ? Or 
WHY should I want your Papers if I do not 
want to Pray - with you, that is.
0—0—0—0—0—0
ELIJAH was very Curious about the Leaders

• and Elders of the Old Church - praying.
In fact - he MOCKED their Prayers * told 
them to PRAY LOUDER * perhaps their’ god 
was on a Long Journey. Or perhaps he 
Sleeps - pray LOUDER - jump HIGHER - 
slash yourselves like the HEATHEN - who 
also imagine that to FRAY will take 
the place of TO OBEY. To blow a Trumpet 
before them, to Pray for to be seen of 
men - was still Better - than to OBEY.* • • • ' • "
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PRAY and PREACH like a MAD-MAN’" (Same 72) 
• EVANGELIST SELF-POWER CLEVELAND.

4- (u 186.) LETTER TO HUDSON - TO PRAY - OR TO OBEY - 2 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
It is with these Thoughts in mind that we 
should consider - WHERE to Pray - HOW to 
Pray - WHY to Pray - and with WHOM to Pray.
0—0—0—0—0—0
WITH WHOM TO PRAY:
(There never has been any Improvement in 
this Method of PRAYER:)
“But thou, when thou PRAYEST, enter into 
thy Closet, and when thou hast SHUT THY 
DOOR, pray to thy Father which is IN 
and thy Father which seeth* IN SECRET shall 
Reward thee OPENLY.“ Jfett.6:6. 
0-0—0—0—0—0 
HOW TO PRAY:
(it is uncommonly STRANGE that the HUDSON 
PRESS issues a MAGAZINE - the SAME SIZE and 
even the SAME NUMBER OF PACES, on occasion, 
as the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - and is now 
calling for CANNED, EMBALMED, DEHYDRATED 
“PRAYERS" - the SAME as the HEAD of the 
SDA SEMINARY - and REVIVING “TAYLOR BUNCH" 
$nd the STOLEN- METHODIST TORCH (“MINISTRY" 
pi42-3. 0ct.i964. With PLANNED POWER) p. 
24-7. Aug .1964. "DIAL-A-PRAYER" and DRUGS 
COMBINED’ p.22-3. July 1964. NICHOLS in the 
R&H.’ p.14-5. Oct.8,1964. AGAIN) THE SAME AS 
“CHURCH TRIUMPHANT*1 “SPECIAL PRAYER REQUESTS" 
- THE ADVENTIST MASS’ And the "FELLOWSHIP OF 
PRAYER" - p.IO. RFC’. Oct;I5,1964. NICHOLS 
in RAH. p.I3. Nov.26,1964. p.Z^6 of same 
R&H - ROME re-affirms belief in PRAYER to 
SAINTS and MOTHER MARY, p.7,8 of same RAH. 
HIS EMINENCE FIGUHR and HOLY CURIA AUTUMN 
COUNCIL - "VOTE" for "PRAYER & REVIVAL.") 
0—0—o—o—0—0 
FOR TO BE SEEN OF B/EB: 
In the latest "LIFE" and other NEWS MEDIA - 
we find the POPE - PRAYING in the STREET 
CORNERS - for to be seen of men. "VERILY I 
SAY UNTO YOU - THEY HAVE THEIR REWARD)" 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
BUT THOU, WHEN THOU PRAYEST: 
"...do not Sound a TRUMPET before' thee, as 
the HYPOCRITES DO in the Synagogues' and in 
the Streets, that they may have Glory of 
MEN. Verily I say unto you, They HAVE their 
Reward... when thou Prayest,' thou shalt NOT 
be as the HYPOCRITES ARE: for they LOVE to 
pray standing in the Synagogues~and in the 
Corners of the Streets, that they may be 
seen of men. Verily I say unto you, They 
HAVE their Reward..." Matt.6:2,5. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
IN I844 - "WITHOUT CONVERSATION WITH OTHERS" 
they sought God in PRAYER - and came back 
with TRUTH and with POWER) TM 25.'A3:32.
A2:585. A5:I37. SM2:I09. EGWMR 38. GtoBC 109

POWER FROM PRAYER IN SECRET .T6:50,52. 
"But PRAYER which is made PUBLIC to the 
entire FAMILY and neighborhood is NOT 
SECRET PRAYER, even though thought to be, 
and DIVINE STRENGTH IS NOT RECEIVED FROM 
IT." T2:I90.
0-0-0-o—o—o
“SECRET PRAYER) HOW PRECIOUS)" T2:I89.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
COUNCIL OF LAODICEA - I960.
’‘Several of the Workers indicated that 
they always ran an ALL-NIGHT PRAYER MEET- 
ING the night before their opening." 
RED REPORT p.35, (by Walter Schubert.)
O-O-O-O-O-O
“PRAYERS, exhortations, and TALK are 
CHEAP FRUITS, which are frequently TIED

• ON." T2:24.
O-O-O-O-O-O
"The Prophet is addressing SABBATHKEEPERS, 
not Sinners, not Unbelievers, but those 
who make GREAT PRETENSIONS to Godliness. 
It is not the abundance of your MEETINGS 
that God accepts. It is not the numerous 
PRAYERS, but the RIGHTDOING, doing the 
RIGHT THING and at the RIGHT TIME...
Read Isa.I: "And when ye spread forth 
your hands, I will hide Mine eyes from 
you: yea, when ye make MANY PRAYERS, I 
WILL NOT HEAR: your hands are FULL OF 
BLOOD. Wash you, make you dean; put 
away the EVIL of your DOINGS from before 
Mine eyes; CEASE to do Evil; LEARN to 
do Well... You will have to make EFFORTS, 
more persevering and untiring, than you 
have ever yet made. It is not merely to 
PRAY or FAST, but it is to be OBEDIENT." 
T2:36-7.
o-o-o-o-o-o
COUNCIL OF LAODICEA - I960.
"At least one ALL-NIGHT PRAYER MEETING 
should be held before the Campaign opens. 
. .. There are various ways of conducting 
an ALL-NIGHT PRAYER MEETING." RED REPORT 
p.Z4. (by K .J.Mittleider.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
COUNCIL OF LAODICEA - I960.
“Ify first Meetings were an abysmal fail
ure... when I had used every means known 
to man... I then began an ALL-NIGHT PRAY
ER MEETING... I have not had a small 
Congregation since I started MY ALL-NIGHT 
PRAYER MEETING FLAN.*I believe in it with 
all my heart." RED REPORT p.76o (by E.E. 
Cleveland.) "When the Audience is thin,
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5- P 186.) TO FRAY - or to OBEY - ?
0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS:
“When Christ taught the people, He did not

like Fire, unless they as faithful 
Stewards make a right disposal of their 
Lord’s goods.1’ TI:I33,152-3. B2:57. 7:57. 
O-O-O-O-O-O 4

..devote the Time to PRAYER. He did not enforce HOW TO PRAY: ;
as did the PHARISEES, LONG, TEDI-> “Let men learn how to FRAY earnestly;' 

SHORT and right to the Point." TM 254. 
“When you FRAY, he brief, come right to 
the Point. Do not preach the Lord a 
SERMON in your LONG PRAYERS.” T5:20I.

that they shall be heard for their MUCH 
SPEAKING. Be not ye therefore LIKE UNTO 
THEM.” Matt. 6:7,8.
o-o-o-o-o-o
HUDSON ASKS:
“Should we have a SET TIME to unite in' 
PRAYER?” p.3. PRAYER. CIRCLE EDITION ^I. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
JOIN THOSE LIKE-MCNDED - ?

To cover •their_dishones*VnThe PHARISEES had STATED HOURS for PRAY
ER; and when, as often came to pass, they 
were abroad at the APPOINTED TIRE, they 
would PAUSE wherever they might be,- 
perhaps in the Street or Market-Place, 
amid the hurrying throngs of men,- and 
there in a Loud Voice REHEARSE their 
FORMAL PRAYERS, SUCH WORSHIP, offered 
merely for SELF-GLORIFICATION, called 
forth unsparing REBUKE from Jesus.” MB 
o-o-o-o-o-o 125.
DO WE NEED A MAN AND A CIRCLE?
“No man is needed to act as MEDIATOR.“ 
MB 125.
o-o-o-o-o-o
TO FRAY - OR TO OBEY - ?
“The HEATHEN looked upon their PRAYERS 
as having in themselves MERIT to ATONE 
for SIN. Hence, the LONGER the PRAYER, 
the GREATER the MERIT. If they could be
come Holy by their own Efforts, they 
would have something in themselves in 
which to rejoice, some ground for BOAST
ING. (And that is EXACTLY WHY such Appeals 
as HUDSON’S will receive much favorable 
RESPONSE - while the STATEMENTS givenTINCTION, except in NAME... I saw that many 

• would have to learn what it is'to be a <____
ian - that it is not IN"NAME...- Such Religion 
IS NOT WORTH A^STRAW. Those who possess it 
will be WEIGHED in the BALANCE and found 
WANTING... THEIR PRAYERS are an’OFFENSE to •, 
Him..."Be Zealous and REPENT”.,, or be spew
ed OUT of the Mouth of the Lord as DISGUST
ING, and be thrust from Him....their Treas
ures, which will shortly .eat their Flesh

upon them,
OUS Ceremonies and PRAYERS.;. These pray to 
MEN, not to GOD... All such Prayers are as 

. SOUNDING BRASS and a TINKLING CYMBAL. They 
are made NO ACCOUNT of in Heaven. Angels of 
God are wearied with them, as well as’mortals o-o-o-o-o-o 
who are compelled to listen to them... SECRET LONG PRAYERS - LIKE THE HEATHEN: 
PRAYER is neglected, and THIS IS WHY many "But when ye PRAY, use not VAIN REFETI- 
offer such LONG, TEDIOUS, BACKSLIDDEN PRAYERS TIONS, as the HEATHEN DO: for they THINK 
... hoping to make up for their neglect and 
PACIFY their CONDEMNED CONSCIENCES, which 
are SCOURGING THEM. They hope to PRAY them
selves into the Favor of God." T2J58O-3. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"Woe unto you, scribes and PHARISEES, HYPO
CRITES’ for ye devour widow’s houses,’ and 
for a PRETENSE make LONG Flayers: therefore 
ye shall receive the GREATER’ DAMNATION." ... the WILY SCHEMERS... *" ------
ty, they offered LONG PRAYERS in PUBLIC, and 
made a GREAT SHOW of PIETY. This HYPOCRISY 
Christ declared would bring them the GREATER 
DAMNATION. THE SALE REBUKE falls uuon many 
in our day who make a HIGH PROFESSION of 
PIETY... A GARMENT OF SEEMING PURITY, and 
thus for a time DECEIVE their fellow-men. 
But they cannot deceive God." DA 614. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
ALL NIGHT PRAYERS: ’ ’
“APOSTATE AHAB and PAGAN JEZEBEL... the 
Priests of BAAL... the fearful cries and 
entreaties of the Priests of Baal are heard 
NIGHT' AFTER NIGHT through doomed Samaria." 

.. T3:275.
O-O-O-O-O-O
"Turning to the Priests and Elders, Christ 
fixed upon them (without Tears!) His search
ing Glance. The Words he spoke they would 
never forget... The NIGHT is better suited 
to YOUR work. “This is your Hour, and the 
Power of Darkness." 

0 ' ' .0—0—0—0—0—0 
"I saw the dreadful fact that God’s people 

. were conformed to the World, with NO DIS-
Christ-herein rece^ve barely passing Notice) 

"This (HEATHEN) idea of PRAYER is an 
outworking of the principle of SELF- 

EXPIATION which lies at the Foundation 
of ALL SYSTEMS OF FALSE RELIGION. The 
PHARISEES had adopted THIS PAGAN IDEA ’ 
OF PRAYER, and it is by no means extinct 
in our day... the “vain repetitions" of 
the Heathen. PRAYER IS NOT AN EXPIATION

*
I ‘
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ROMANISM, JUDKESM, and ADVENTISM - that 
teaches SALVATION BY MOB OR BY GROUP. 

RY." A3;259. Ard the “HIRELING PRIESTS* know it - 
well enough.
(O) R.A.ANDERSON - HEAD of SDA SEMINARY: 
"While many things about the ROMAN' CATHO
LIC CHURCH give us cause for concern, yet 
in some ways they .can set a real EXAMPLE 
to PROTESTANTISM, and even ADVENTISM... 
Among other objectives they have set 
about to emphasize the IMPORTANCE of the 
PRIEST," RED REPORT - p.II. I960.
(Aid NOT ONE good ADVENTIST will WANT to 
see this, ASK to see it, with his own 
Eyes - lest he Believe it to be so!)
(P) STUDY FOR YOURSELVES:
"Allow NO ONE to be BRAINS for you, ' 
allow NO ONE to do your THINKING, your 
INVESTIGATING, and your PRAYING. This is 
the INSTRUCTION we need to take to heart 
Today." FCE 307.

PRAYER AN EXPIATION FOR SIN ? mine eyes from you: yea, when ys make. 
MANY PRAYERS - I will not Hear." Isa.I: 
10-15. INSPIRATION DECLARES, "The Sacri
fice of the Wicked is ABOMINATION." Ad: 
480. R&H. April I,1915.
Q—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

• We have amply proven that:
(A) MANY prayers do not Help.
(B) LONG prayers do not Help.
(C) PUBLIC prayers do not Help.
(D) CHURCH prayers do not Help.
(E) That the "UNSPCKEN CRY" of a Broken 
HEART - is more acceptable to God.
(F) That SECRET PRAYER is the LIFE of 
the Soul.
(G) That to make a PUBLIC SHOT of Prayer 
is only an ABOMINATION - and they will ’ 
receive the "GREATER DAMNATION" for it.
(H) That a Pope, Leader of a Church - 
his "COUNCILS" - AUTUMN or otherwise - 
the PRAYERS of his Priests - the MASS'- 
the OPPOSITION to which - was the very 
Heart and Soul of the REFORMATION and 
the Doctrine of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" 
YOUR Faith - not that of another.
(I) That all it needs is "TWO OR THREE" 
"GATHERED TOGETHER IN MY NAB® - there am 
I in the midst." Matt„IS:20.
(J) This could be "THE CHURCH IN THY 
HOUSE." Philemons 2. Romans 16:5. I Cor. 
16:19. Cdl.4:I5.
(K) Or "THE CHURCH of the Firstborn, *' ’ 
which are Written in HEAVEN." Heb.12:23.
(L) This Doctrine - of course - makes of 
NONE-EFFECT the IMPOSING RITUAL, the LONG 
and SOLEMN PROCESSION - or the HEATHEN ’ 
IDEA that anyVlRTUE is obtained by them.

substituted for genuine PIETY and for Practi- (M) This strikes at the very Heart of 
cal Godliness. DEAD FORMALISM characterizes ROMANISM, JUDKESM, and ADVENTISM - that 
the devotion of those who have LOST vital 

. Godliness. PRAYER is made a M 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE PRAYER THAT GOD ACCEPTS:
"Jesus taught His Disciples to Pray, and He 
often urged upon them the NECESSITY of Pray
er.’ HE DID NOT BID THEM TO STUDY BOCKS to 
learn a FORM of Prayer. They were not to’ 
offer Prayer to REN." A3:437. Feb.9,1897, 
o«-o—o—o—o—o „ 
PRAYERS NOT HEARD:
"Yet the LEADERS in APOSTASY still kept up 
the FORMS of Divine Worship, and CLAIMED to 
be NUMBERED among the people of God... and 
Blasphemously Boasting,"Is not the Lord 
among us J none evil can come upon us..." 
Against these Evils the prophet Isaiah.

, lifted his voice in stern REBUKE: ’’Hear the 
Word of the Lord, ye RULERS of SODOM...
when ye spread forth your hands, I will hide

"PRAYER IS NOT AN EXPIATION FCR SIN; it has 
NO VIRTUE or MERIT - of itself. ALL THE 
FLOWEhY WORDS at cur command are not Equiva
lent to ONE HOLY DESIRE. The most ELOQUENT 
Prayers are but idle words if they do not 
express the True Sentiments of the Heart... 
GOD DOES NOT DESIRE our Ceremonial COMPLI
MENTS; but the UNSPOKEN Cry of the Heart 
broken and subdued with a Sense of its Sin 
and utter Weakness, finds its way to the 
Father of all Mercy." MB 129,130. 
O-0—0—0—0—0 
LONG PRAYERS -
(by L.A.SMITH; London, England. In R&H Mar. 
19,1895. A3:240:)
"There is not in all the Bible any Record 
of a LONG PUBLIC PRAYER, unless we class 
as such Solomon’s Prayer.at the Dedication 
of the Temple, and the Saviour’s Prayer for 
His Disciples on the Night of His betrayal." 
0—0—0—0—0—0 "Yet the Prayer of Solomon occ- ELLENG.WHITE: upied LESS than 10 minutes!" 
"They feel a certain SATISFACTION in PUBLIC
LY proclaiming their PIETY, and this is 
their Reward.. • How many TEDIOUS PRAYERS 
are offered in OUR CHURCHES, that are more 
like giving the Lord a LECTURE than like 
presenting to Him a Petition... They lifted 
up their hearts in PRIDE, and cultivated a 
Sense of their own SUPERIORITY... Let man 
take heed that they do not make RELIGIOUS 
EXHIBITIONS before the World... The Model 
Prayer of Christ is in marked contrast to 
the Players of the Heathen. In all FALSE 
RELIGIONS, Ceremonies and Forms have'been



PRAY WITH HOLISM AND SPIRITUALISM • YUP * t

On the tape we eb

added KICK for

ijaf

IIJBCi*

HUDSON’S call to “PRAYER" - is that to 
lead us to Bor? before BAAL - ? And into 
the Mazes of SPIRITUALISM - ? Is that why 
he calls it a PRAYER “CIRCLE* - ? And 
•LET US JOIN HANDS* - in this “CIRCLE® ? 
©—o—o—o—o—o
I do not remember in all the BIBEE or TES
TIMONIES ANT INSTRUCTION to “JOIN HANDS" 
and in a "CIRCLE" - but I DO know that is 
the Requirement in the SPIRITUALIST CAMPJ 
O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O 
POKER - TOOJ ___
As a faithful Laodicean "JESUIT* - sworn 
to remain True to "MOTHER SUPERIOR" — in 
the first "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Series A, 
No.I,I960. (APRIL)t 
o-o-o-o-o-o
If a Church-Member, “as a little Child® - • 
walked through the GARDEN of HEALTH REFORM, 
and received some FRICKS from the THORNS 
and THISTLES of the POISON-DRUG IROFESSION, 
and barely escaped the HCLLCW-FANG GEN Jit- 
ATION OF VIPERS lurking in the Shadows of 
the DOUBLE-CROSSING SERPENT CADUCEUS ' 
EMBLEM OF DE WNOLOGY (See any Encyclopedia) 
o—o—0'»0—o—o
•Men who stand in very responsible posi
tions at the HEART OF THE WORK... SATAN 
HAS PARALYZED THEM... their wily Foe 
enters the Fort and works successfully 
BY THEIR SIDE to TEAR DCWN’what God has 
commanded to be built up... SATAN EXULTS 
... he has deceived them, benumbed their

Isreal, except that we Repent.® pr.3,4,6. 
“SPIRITUALISM SPECIAL" -Feb.I,I963.
0—0—O—O—0—0
YET BRINSMEAD CONCLUDES:
•For the Brethren to admit that a mistake 
has been made will not lessen the CONF] 
of the people of God IN THE LEADERS OF THE 
CHURCH; (1!I) indeed the opposite would be 
True. • (???) We take this opportunity to re
affirm our FAITH in the ultimate ’ triumph of 
the Advert riTvement,. o the reins are in His 
hands.11 RJ). and J.B .BRINSMEAD.

HE WHO HAS FAITH - AS A LITTLE CHILD - in 
IT for 

HONESTLY OR INTELLIGENCE - but is forth- 
as a “DETRACTOR11 - “ACCUSSER 

Now the barrier OF THE BRETHREN® - "INSPIRED BY THE DEVIL® 
is down, and we may expect that this DEVIL- “PURPLE-HEAD® - “LUNATIC-iFRINGE® - and 
ISH THING will be IMPORTED into the Camp of Worse. And BOOTED OUT - J 

o—0—0—0—0—Q
HUDSON follows after and gives them this 
added KICK for good Measure:
“But to date it is our studied conviction

< that NO PERSON or CROUP OF PEOPLE having
5 PULLED AWAY from the organization of -the 
Seventh-day Adventist church as the church 
visible arri nilitaht HAVE SUBSTANTIATED ' 
and VALIDATED their course of action from 
the Word of God." (’)-p.12-3.-April,I960. 
(Thus the Wouxided S-3.rn.nritan is trod Rough- 
Shod into the Dirtj Hob-mils and all - J)

7- (« 186.? HUT WITS BRI: 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
HUDSON is Welcome to reply to this LETTER- 
which has drifted into a PAPER. He can 
either reply to us and we will Print it ' 
with this Release. (We will hold this for 
a reasonable Tims.) Or else he is Free to 
reply to his “PRAYER CIRCLE.® 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
HUDSON was the moving spirit that brought 
BRINSMEAD to America. Now we must move 
Cautiously and Factually to consider if it 
is Safe to Pray with HUDSON-BRINSMEAD. 
0—0—0—0—0*0 
Most ADVENTISTS, of course - including the 
ADVENTIST (or FORMER ADVENTIST) MINISTERS - 
by name of HUDSON and BRINSMEAD - .
THESE MINISTERS are of the Opinion that it 
is quite Safe to PRAY in the ADVENTIST COM
MUNE. In spite of the Fact -that HUDSON has 
Testified that “BAAL WORSHIP1 is “IN OUR 
CHURCH TODAY." p.26.CHURCH TRIU1.1PHANT MAG. 
Documentary Supplement. No.5,June, 1962. 
Owe—o—o—o—o 
He asks to be REINSTATED (p.25. SAT®.) - 
so he can worship “BAAL." 
O—0—0—0—0—0 
BRINSMEAD testifies: 
“1950 WARNING... Elders Wieland"and Short 
sent an urgent WARNING to the General Con
ference... danger in our ranks of worship
ing the false Christ - BAAL... they cited 
R. A. ANDERSON as one of the men in our ranks 
who was preaching the FALSE CHRIST;., would 
be the reception of SPIRITUALISM... Elder 
Anderson visited such a gathering in SEATTLE Sensibilities, and PLANTED HIS HELLISH 
and saw the “SIGNS AND LYING WONDERS" of BANNER RIGHT IN THEIR MIDST, and they are 
SATAN HIMSELF.4."WE NEED TO SEE OUR CHURCHES so completely deceived that they know not 
ON FIRE®... he fellowshipped in this SPIRIT- that it is he.® T2>439,440. 
UALISTIC GATHERING for two days, and then he o-o-o-o-o-o 
got up as a representative of the Seventh- 
day Adventist Church aM PLACED HIS ENTRUST- “IT IS WRITTEN" - is given NO 
ASPIC BLESSING upon it... On the tape we eb L_1____ -
could hear the TALKING IN TONGUES and other right BRAN 
SPIRITUALISTIC EXERCISES...
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WHY DID WE WANT TO KEEP TRACK of “ ’ 
HUDSON’S “PRAYER CIRCLE" - ? Because it 
is TIJffi for these "MIRACLES" to take 
place among those who have REJECTED THE 
TRUTHJ ■... and those who are CHARI 
with them now, or give them the least 
countenance NOT, will be ALL READY to be

8- (# 186.) HUDSON AND POWER - J
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
HUDSON THEN SCALPS THEM WITH THIS:
”In order to substantiate their claim that 
God has rejected this people because of our 
sins and has selected them as the deposi
tory of His truth, they would HAVE TO HAVE 
manifest in their midst the spirit' of prophe- swept right in to ACT a PART with the 

Devil THEN." SM2:5I*
O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O 
BY WHAT AUTHORITY DO WE SAY THE HUDSON- 
BRINSMEAD MOVEMENT IS FROM THE DEVIL - ? 
0—0—0—0—0—0
GC 464 tells of a "MOVEMENT" that is to 
"COME1* - a MOVEMENT CF GOD - J This san® 
page tells us that "BEFORE the Time for 
such a MOVEMENT shall COM3 - (SATAN) will 
endeavor to PREVENT “it, by introducing 
a COUNTERFEIT." GC 464. (1886:296.)
0—0—0—0—0—0
This is in Harmony with the Lord of the 
Harvest’s COMMAND: "Gather ye FIRST the 
TARES for the BURNING." This COUNTERFEIT 
BRINSMEAD 1OIEMFNT is called a "GATHER
ING" - "GATHER ABOUT" and "WAIT ABOUT" 
the "SANCTUARY" - for Christ to "OPEN 
the Door11 into the MOST HOLY - .’ When ‘ 
the Door - HAS been Open since 1844 - • 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
This most Important of all Chapters in 
the GC - tells us HOW TO SPOT the DEVIL
LED COUNTERFEIT MOVE®NTS - ’ They 
*Ahve "ERRORS in relation to' CONVERSION 
and SANCTIFICATION" - GC 465. They will 
say to make "NO EFFORT" - that "SANCTIFI
CATION is an INSTANTANEOUS work." GC 471. 
(See 1886:300.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
BRINSMEAD has NO "EFFORT" - GEP 24. 
Borrowed from DANIELLS - COR 15-20, 
Borrowed from THE DEVIL - GC 669. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
"His Angels LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT 
... and I lost sight of them." EW 270, 
0*0—0*0—O—o—o—o—o—o—b—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—o—o 
BRINSMEAD HAS (and Printed by the HUDSON 
PRESS’) - : " INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION® 
- by simply WALKING INTO the "OUTER COURT" 
or into the “FIRST APARTMENT" - take your 
Choice - "JUSTIFICATION" - ? Or will it 
be "SANCTIFICATION" - ? All done by the 
SIMPLE MAGIC of "ENTERING" the OUTER 
COURT or -the FIRST APARTMENT - J (See 
DANIELLS COR 15.)
0—0—0—0—0—0
THE WORK OF A LIFETI1® NOT NEEDED ANY 
MOTE’ Just FOLLOW BRINSMEAD into CHURCH 
TRIUMPHANT Series A,“ No .2. JUNE, I960 - 
p.48. "REVELATION" 43. ADA 41-2. DURST 4.

sy. To the knowledge of this writer at this 
date, such a thing has not happened."(Same.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0
THEREFORE - let the SDA Church SPEAK - ’ 
And let all others keep SILENT - J 
Alright - Mr. Hudson - turn off your Loud- 
Speaker; for you are OUT - and you do not 
have the Specifications you require - J 
0—0—0—0—0—0
BUT WAIT A MINUTE - ’
Now that HUDSON is OUT - he all, of a sudden 
discovers that:
"The FOUNDATION of our Faith must rest on 
the Word of God and NOT MIRACULOUS MANIFES
TATIONS of SUPERNATURAL POWER-." ’p,28.CHURCH 
(Still?) TRIUMPHANT. « 12. 1963. 
(COnSCIOUS-SUBCOITSOIOUS-or-UNCONSCIOUS - ?) 
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
PRAYER CIRCLE — what has all this to do 
with the "PRAYER CIRCLE" - ? Just THIS: 
he has called for ’-’EXPERIENCES" and "ANSWERS" 
to "PRAJER" - and he is DOING"THIS'AGAIN’ 
"If at first you don’t succeed - try, try - 
AGAIN’" "These works of APPARENT HEALING 
will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO THE 
TEST." SM2:53.
0—0—0—0—0—0
MIRACLES NOT A TEST -
SATAN WILL PRESENT MIRACLES -
"Many who REFUSE the MESSAGE which the Lord 
sends them are seeking to find Pegs on'which 
to hang Doubts, to find some EXCUSE for re** 
Meeting' the LIGHT of Heaven. In the Face of 
CLEAR EVIDENCE they say, as did the Jews, 
"SHOW US A MIRACLE, and we will believe. If 
these MESSENGERS have the Truth, why do they 
not HEAL THE SICK?"...
0—0—0—0—0—0
"Could their eyes be opened, they would see 
Evil Angels exulting around them and'trium
phing in their POWER to DECEIVE them. The 
day is just before us when SATAN will answer 
the demand of these DOUBTERS arid present 
numerous MIRACLES to CONFIRM the "FAITH" of 
all those who are ^seeking THIS KIND of evi
dence. HOW TERRIBLE will be the situation 
of those who CLOSE THEIR EYES to the LIGHT 
of Truth aid ask for MIRACLES “to'ESTABLISH 
them in “DECEPTION’" Ev.594,604,653'.‘ 1® 209. 
SM2:53-4. DA 729. SG 3&4:I5I. A5:263.
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very CLIMAX of his entire Doctidne . '
O—O**O—O—O—O
LAST - but not LEAST - he Teaches WHEN to 
go IN to the MOST HOLY’ And * we will show 
you BEFORE we are through with this Paper - 
the MOST EOIY PLACE IS IN FACT CLOSED - 
when that Time comes!

9- (* 186.) MI - IN THE FIRST APARTMENT? NOW BACK TO THE STATEMENT WE WERE QUOTING* 
O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O
"Like the JEWS, who offered their USE
LESS Sacrifices, they offer up their 
USELESS PRAYERS to the Apartment which 
Jesus has LEFT, and SATAN - PLEASED 
with the Deception of the professed 
followers of Christ, fastens them in 
his Snare, and ASSUMES a Religious 
Character, and LEADS THE MINDS of these 
professed Christians...
o—0-0-0—0—0
(LEADS THEM INTO WHAT - ?)
"... to himself, and works with his 
POWER,“his SIGNS and LYING WONDERS. Soot 
he deceives in one way and some in an
other. He has DIFFERENT delusions pre
pared to affect DIFFERENT Minds. Some 
look with HORROR upon one Deception,* 
while they readily receive ANOTHER... 
I saw FALSE REFORMATIONS EVERYWHERE.
The CHURCHES were ELATED... It will DEE 
AWAY and leave the World and THE CHURCH 
in a WORSE condition than before." SGIi 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o—o I71-2. 
HUDSCN-BRINSMEAD - ENEMIES OF GOD - ! 
"The ENEMIES of the PRESENT TRUTH have 
been TRYING to OPEN the DOOR of the HOLY 
PLACE (as B has done in the References 
given at end of p.8.), tnat Jesus has 
SHUT, and to CLOSE the DOOR of the MOST 
HOLY PLACE,(which B has done also!) - 
which He OPENED in I844.11 EW 43.
Q—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o
Now for those who will FIGHT the above 
Boxed-in Paragraph, call us LIARS. Be- 
ause they were so DUMB and BLIND they 
did not See it and did not WANT to See 
it. For the FEW that MIGHT be HONEST « 
we quote BRINSMEAD - the BRINSMEAD that 
HUDSON brought to America - and for which 
he has not yet APOLOGIZED - but hopes 
that some Nebulous "PRAYERS" will make 
this Right! In a "CIRCLE." 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
WORSHIP IN THE FIRST APARTMENT! 
HUDSON “Church Triumphant" Series A 

/No .2, JUNE, I960. p.48: 
-"NWS FROM AUSTRALIA - 
THE DIAGRAM BELOW, just received from 
AUSTRALIA, represents the THEOLOGICAL

O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O 1 
As HUDSON SAYS: "This... is SERIOUS BUSINESS® 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Are we who BELIEVE that Christ went INTO the 
MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844 - now going to Bow 
down in the FIRST APARTMENT with the NOMINAL 
CHURCHES that have "filled,up with every 
Unclean and Hateful Bird" because they 
REJECTED the LIGHT on the SANCTUARY “TRUTH 
of the MOST HOLY PLACE - OPEN in 1844 - ? 
0—0—0—0—0—0, 
Are we going to Bow down with DJL .FRIEND 
at the BRINS-MEDIUM CENTER in OAKHURST, 
CALIFORNIA - ? I think not. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"They can see no Light in the Third Angel’s 
Message, WHICH SHOWS THE WAY INTO THE MOST 
HOLY PLACE. I saw that the nominal Churches, 
as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesris, had CRUCIFIED 
these Messages, and THEREFORE they have no 
Knowledge of the MOVE made in Heaven, or of 
the Way into the MOST HOLY, and. THEY CANNOT 
BE BEWITED BY THE INTERCESSION OF JESUS 
THERE... " 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Right here is where we draw Swords with 
Brinsmead. He says we CAN be benefited - 
even receive "SANCTIFICATION11 in the FIRST 
APARTMENT! Which means spending a LIFETIME 
IN THE FIRST APARTMENT-— for it takes a 
LIFETIME to receive SANCTIFICATION. 
0—0—0—0—0—0

■ But he gives us "SANCTIFICATION11 by one 
' MAGICAL ACT - jnst go IN to the FIRST APTJ 

MAGIC, of course - to the MULTITUDES, is 
always more entrancing than TRUTH. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
BRINSMEAD even gives us "JUSTIFICATION11’ & 
the "WHITE ROBE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS" in the 
"OUTER COURT" - J Also by an ACT! How does 
that Harmonize with the THIRD ANGEL’’s Mess
age that NOTHING is received (except from 
the DEVIL!) in the FIRST Apartment - let 
alone the OUTER COURT! 
O-O-O-P-O-O 
FURTHERMORE - BRINSMEAD and D,L .FRIEND - 
teach-that when Christ "GOES IN" to the 
Most Holy - THEN will be the THE for us 
to do so. :In the Meantime "WAIT ABOUT" - ! 
He that does not know this - does not know 
ANYTHING about the B Teachings'. It'is the ’ = ESSENCE (VIRTUES IN CONCENTRATED FORM)

ESSENCE of the Agitation in that Divisiorf! 
0—0—0—0—0—0

• .THIS DIAGRAM shows "Experience of ALL' 
resurrected Saints" - "Pardon, Regener
ation", etc - obtained in FfflRST APART
MENT - in the HOLY PLACE - ’ Wha t about 
those that DIED SINCE I8Z4 - ?



of -thinking that -the Christian experience 
ENDS in the Outer Court.(To be specific - 
would you ask him JUST WHO says anything 
of the Kind ?)...(A11 -this in’curious HAR
MONY with-DAISY MEYERS pages 30,32,34,36, 
48,57,58,69, etc. etc. etc.) "HUSY.iHlAYERS 
...PRAYERS" (in the FIRST Apartment J) This

■ is SANCTIFICATION." R .D .BRINSMEAD ADA 43. 
(SAME - in that "REVELATION" thing A-p.43.) 
(SAME - in "GEMS OF TROTH" DURST- p.4.)

NOW WE REDDLE ALONG TO THE JHP - - - J 
O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
AH.’ We cannot "ENTER” - ’ No, no’ Mustn’t! 
We must "WATT ABOUT" - and "GATHER AT" ’ 
WHAT FOR - ? Why - the SUNDAY LAW - of 
course! STOOPID - !
0—0—0—0—0—0
ISN’T THIS SIMPLY MARVELOUS - ? 
BRINSMEAD:
"SO FAR WE HAVE NOT ENTERED INTO THE 
SECOND APARTMENT" (I believe you -Brins- 
mead!).. . We have not laid Claim;.• 
...We have never comprehended...
Indeed the message has never been received 
... Thus we Sleep...(You are So Right!3 
...the Cry at MIDNIGHT... they will KNOT 
that the TIME has come... The TEST on the 
MARK OF THE BEAST will be urged... the ' 
IMAGE is set up and the MARK is ENFORCED, 
God’s people will KNCW that the THE of 
SEALING has'COME... PRESSED IN ON ALL 
SIDES by their Enemies, there is only 
ONE WAY’OF ESCAPE... INTO THE MOST HOLY 
PLACE... THF MARRIAGE... THE GREAT DUTY 
WHICH HAS B1W- HERET0F0RE LEFT UNDONE - 
ENTERING INTO THE MOST HOLY PLACE." GEP 
200-1.
0—0—0—0—0—0
BUT-BUT-BUT- I seem to hear some one Say- 
"I KNOW that he Preaches the Most Holy 
Place in his Writings - in MANY Places." 
Oh? You do - ? Then HO do you EXPLAIN 
this Statement - ? And a good many MORE? 
How do you explain his CHARTS - ?
O—0—0—0—0—0
Or would you by chance be one of those 
who thinks that ERROR is ALRIGHT - as 
long as TRUTH is found SOME PLACE in that 
HODGE-PODGE - ? That is how BOLOGNA is 
made! By MIXING everything up! A Bit of

IO- 186.) BRINSMEAD IN THE HOLY JLACEJ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Then this BRINSMEAD-HUDSON CHART shows the 
"Experience of the 144,000" - and the 
"SEALED" - “PREPARES FOR TRANSLATION" - 
in the SECOND APARTMENT - .’ 
O—0—0—0—0—0 
If he carries THAT through - it means that 
ONLY / AT .. THE SEALING - do people DARE to 
enter the Most Holy Place in Heaven by 
Faith! And as we will soon show to the sat
isfaction of every Honest person that Re
views the Evidence - that is EXACTLY WHAT 
HE IS TEACHING - and more than that' - it 
is the CLIMAX of his entire Docttine! To 
keep us IN the FIRST APARTMENT - NOW! 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Our FIRST Paper tackled him on that Point. 
And instead of REPENTANCE as is almost 
ALWAYS the case with bringers of False 
Doctrine - he comes out STRONGER - and now’ 
gives us "SANCTIFICATION" in the FIRST AFT. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
PROOF.’ 
"A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS” by R.D .BRINSMEAD. 
"JUSTIFICATION... if you will LOOK through 
the Gate &flto the OUTER COURT... HE WAITS 
(he DOES? In the OUTER COURT???) HE WAITS 
to give you... HIS ROBE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS." 
... "It is the ONLY WAY IN. (Weill Well.’ 
Well!) Only THIEVES and ROBBERS try some 
OTHER WAY. Once inside the GATE - you will 
find Jesus... waiting to take ALL (Later he 
"PROVES" that it is not “ALL”) your Guilt 
as you confess it all to him... Thus you 
have entered the “EXPERIENCE" of the OUTER’ 
COURT. THIS IS JUSTIFICATION BYTAITH.” 
(THIS IS DAMNABLE HERESY’) ADA 41-2. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
And I listened with bated Breath - for one 
single OUTCRY - as this MAN-EATING-ALL IGATCR Beef, a Bit of Pork, smoke it, salt it, 
was released in the JUNGLES of ADVENTOSIA - and cook it. As long as people EAT it! 
and I heard - NOT ONE - ! SELL THEM - ANYTHING THAT THEY WILL EAT?
o-o-o-o-o-o ‘ How does it TASTE - ?
MORE AUSTRALIAN ALLIGATOR:. o-o-o-o-o-o - .
(Found also in "PREPARING FOR TRANSLATION") Instead of asking US to EXPLAIN or.be 
(Prepared for "MASS DISTRIBUTION" ) IMPRESSED - that he MIXES the TRUTH with
BRINSMEAD: ' ERROR - you'ask HIM to EXPLAIN THAT - .’
"SANCTIFICATION: Some make the GRAVE mistake Also HUDSON. Also’DURST. Also RUE. Also

RADER. Also McCOY. Also HIEBERT. Also 
' NAGEL. Also PESTES. Also SMITH. Also
GOTELL. Also MOST SHEPHERD’S ROD or CHRIST 
OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS - "INNUMERABLE MULTI
TUDE" THEORISTS. Who would SAVE more than

> God will Save! And who do not WANT evi
dence. "THE OLD WINE IS BETTER!"

"The MIND in which ERROR has ONCE TAKEN 
L POSSESSION can NEVER expand freely to ’ ’

' Truth - even after INVESTIGATION ."MM 89.
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IT- (’ 186.) BRINSMEAD IN THE FIRST AFT. ! 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
BRINSMEAD TEACHES: .
(A) We have not entered into the 2nd. Apt.
(B) We cannot, dare not enter until the 
SEALING TIME. GEP 200-1.
(C) This is the SUNDAY LAW* GEP 200,205. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
This is just slightly TOO £ATE - .’
READ THIS: * , •
’’Behold the Bridegroom cometh..!" The GREAT 
FINAL TEST comes at the CLOSE of human 
BROBATION, when it will be TOO LATE for the 
soul’s need to be supplied.” COL 412.(421). 
o-o-o-o-o-o
So if BRINSMEAD has NOT ENTERED the RHP by 
FAITH until THAT Time - is he not in fact

THE BOOK - “GOD *S ETERNAL PURPOSE0 by 
BRINSMEAD - sold by HUDSON.
CHRIST IN FIRST APT. 137,138,150,191,200. 
ENTER MOST HOLY - FUTURE* 199,201,203, 
206-7,in the meantime “GATHER AT!" 
What else does “GATHER AT” mean - but 
that we CANNOT ENTER? 206,209. 
SUNDAY LAW is the TIME’ 200,205.
(We can also give you 100 more References 
and Cross-References to prove the above!) 
O—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
JUST WHAT ALL IS INVOLVED IN WORSHIPPING 
AND MAYING WITH HUDSON-BRINSMEAD IN THE 
FIRST APARTRENT - ? Is it of no-conse
quence - ? An innocent matter - perhaps? 
o—o—o—o—o—o 
ELLEN G.WHITE:

LEADING the FOOLISH VIRGINS around in CIRCLES "I saw one after another LEAVE the Company 
to BUT at the WRONG MARKET-PLACE - ? And 
does he not come to the .DOOR - when the DOOR 
IS SHUT - ? He certainly does, as do all who

■ follow him. It will not help YOU any - if 
we soft-peddle this TRUTH! It will also

• net help you any - to get Offerded because 
we show NO RESPECT WHATSOEVER - to those 
■"ho would lead you and me astray - LOST - 
LOST - FOR ETERNITY! If you must wait - 
TOO LATE - to find that out - the WORDS you 
will THEN find to use - will be DIFFERENT 
than any I have even THOUGHT of J Eft 282'.' 6C 
o—o—o—o—o—o 656.
UTHE CRISIS... Those who have allowed them
selves to be the Sport of Satan’s Temptations Intercession of Christ IN THE MOST HOEY, 
will be UNPREPARED THEN to take the RIGHT 
SIDE.” T5:479. ,
o-o-o-o-o-o 
“THE GREAT CRISIS... THE DOOR IS CLOSED to 
those who would not enter.” T9-97. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
“The Truth will cut... Those who have had 
GREAT LIGHT... but have not improved them, 
will, under one PRETEXT or another, GO OUT 
FROM US... they will be taken in the DELU
SIONS of the Enemy... Doctrines of Devils. 
T6:40I. (What greatP?)OCTRINE CF DEVILS 
could there be than to seek something in 
the FIRST APARTMENT - that has been CLOSED?) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
“But I speak not my own words when I say 
that God *s Spirit rill PASS BY those who 
HAVE HAD their DAY OF TEST and opportunity, 
but who have not distinguished the Voice of

■ God... Then THOUSANDS (have to be ..MANY THOU
SANDS to make up the REST of~ the 12 TRIBES ’)

who WERE Prayiiig to Jesus in the HOLIEST, 
and go and JOIN those before the Throne, 
(Context reveals before the VACATED THRONE 
IN THE FIRST APARTMENT - IN THE HOLY) - 
and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY 
INFLUENCE of SATAN.” EGW-NR 29. (These 
Words LEFT OUT of EW 56. Why - ?) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
IN THE HOLIEST:
"But while it was True that •that DOOR of 
Hope and Mercy by which men had for 1800 
Years found access to God, WAS CLOSED, 
another DOOR was OPENED, and FORGIVENESS 
OF SINS was offered to men through the

It
0—0—0—0—0—0 GC 429,430.
CHRIST AND GOD IN THE HOLIEST:
"He stepped into the Chariot and was borne 
to the HOLIEST where the Father sat. There 
I beheld ’Jesus... I turned to look at the 
Company (HUDSON-BRINSMEAD, arri COMEANY 
who are seeking "SANCTIFICATION" by 
"PRAYERS" in the HOLY PLACE AS B SAYS TO 
. DO - ’AS WE HAVE ABUNDANTLY PROVEN - ’ )
who were still Bowed before the (Vacated) 
Throne'; they did not know that Jesus had 
LEFT IT. SATAN appeared to be by the 
Throne, trying to carry on the work of 
God. I saw them look up to the Throne, 
and PRAY, "Father, give us Thy Spirit.' 
SATAN would then breathe upon them an 
UNHOLY INFLUENCE.” EK 56. SGI:I7I.
0—0—0—0—0—0
This, then - is our REPLY TO HUDSON - 
regarding Whether or not we "FEEL THE 
NEED” of "PRAYING" - either in the FIRST 

in the ELEVENTH HOUR will see “and “acknowledge APARTMENT - or in a "CIRCLE" - we feel 
the Truth.” SM2:I6. See A5:254,294. the need of NEITHER - ’ We feel that YOU

THE CRISIS! THE SUNDAY LAW! The DOCK have a NEED - to get OUT of there! 'If it 
IS CLOSED to those who would not enter! is not Forever too late. It may be.
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OCCULT TEACHINGS - SOOTH-SAYINGS. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
"There is nothing more SUPERNATURAL or 
MIRACULOUS about this than that WATER 
will quench THIRST, or FIRE warm the 
Body, or FOOD satisfy the Hunger. A state 
of REST comes into the Soul because the 
TROUBLES are FORGOTTEN. Anything ELSE 
which will gain the ATTENTION of a DIS
TRACTED MIND... will accomplish the SAME 
PHYSICAL RESULTS... and a HUNDRED OTHER 
THINGS will work the SAME Physical re
sults WITHOUT the MYSTICISM or FALSE 
DOCTRINE...
0—0—0—0—0—0
"Are these people SINCERE? - Most assur
edly they are. It is not men’s MOTIVES 
we are dealing with, but the application 
of the Law of REST."
0-0—0—0—0—0
MIND CURE -No.5. Geo. D. BALLOU.(506). 
"MYSTICISM AS A MEANS OF CURE.
"Of all the means used for MENTAL DIVER
SION from adverse MOODS, none can in any' 
way compare with WONDER and ASTONISHMENT. 
WONDER makes the mind walk on Tiptoe and 
peer into OCCULT FIELDS with profound 
EXPECTATION. WONDER and ASTONISHMENT are 
TEMPORARY ANTIDOTES for WORRYING airi 
AGONIZING. In the modern Systems this 
is used to effect MIND CURES...
0—0—0—0—0—0
“Men and Women generally love to Wonder 
and be Astonished. This has caused the 
spread of Doctrines more intangible than 
the Morning Dew, and more uncertain than

AND AGDJNIZE AT THE SAME TIME.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"Let the man of COOL SCIENTIFIC MIND... " 
if he persists in this effort for 15 to 30 
minutes, the chances are that he will have 
a HEADACHE (the very thing from reading the 
OCCULTISM in the B Writings’ Also ROGERS- 
PESTES) for racking his mind to find some 
SANE, SENSIBLE MEANING where there is none. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
"Let another of SENTIMENTAL, IMAGINATIVE 
MIND begin to read the Book when troubled 
with Headache from Worry and Fretting, and 
in all probability this HEADACHE will CEASE 
within 30 minutes. The CAUSE of these dia
metrically opposite results is very Simple. 
THIS LAST MIND did not attempt to FATHOM 
the MYSTICAL IMPORT of what was Read, but 
just began to WONDER and kept right on WOND
ERING,/What does it all mean?... As a res
ult, the Mind finds RELIEF from its previous 
anxieties. " ’ 1

12- (* 186.) THE OCCULT AND THE MIND. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
In regard to the current OCCULT Teachings 
Of BRINSMEAD and COMPANY - which MYSTIFY the 
MIND - there is nothing Better that we have 
ever seen to describe the EFFECT of MYSTIFI
CATION - than the following: 
(Remembering that Sr. White called "LIVING 
TEMPLE" - "HOLY FLESH" - MYSTICISM.) “ 
R&H. July 22,1915. Geo. D. BALLOU. A6:508. 
0—0—o—o—o—o 
MIND CURE - No.6. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE. 
"Cures by means of Christian Science are 
wrought through a system of mental DIVER
SION or TREOCCUPATION. Minds that have been 
harassed by Doubt, Fear, Remorse, Anxiety, 
or any other DEPRESSING Sentiment, are at*: 
tracted by the PROMISE of Cure, BEGIN STUDY
ING its OCCULT Formulas, are ASTONISHED but 
not SHOCKED by its wonderful System of NEGA
TIONS, begin to BELIEVE its Doctrines and 
FORGET their former Troubles and Depressed 
Moods. THIS MYSTERIOUS, OCCULT, sometimes 
SILENT APPEAL to TROUBLED MINDS is the most 
powerful human means conceivable, in many 
cases, for producing changes in the depres
sed conditions of a disturbed Mind and Ner
vous System. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"This appeal to the Love of the MARVELOUS 
is with many Minds almost IRRESISTIBLE. 
There can be no more SUBTLE, quiet demand 
for a change of Moods than the methods used 
in both the Words and the manner of these 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HEALERS. WONDER, SURPRISE 
and ASTONISHMENT are the TEMPORARY ANTI   
for WORRYING and AGONIZING. ONE CANNOT WONDER the Wisp of Vapor that floats across the

Sky and momentarily hides the Great Orb 
of Day. Many follow Wildly after FAKERS, 
until, depleted in Purse and disappoint
ed in Heart, they undertake to Return 
and find Comfort in the Old Paths • 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"But their Eyes have been so Blinded & 
Dazzled and their knowledge of Truth so 
perverted that they SELDOM RECOVER FULLY 
from the ENCHANTMENT of these Ancient- 

' Modern Heathen Systems... New Religious 
Teachings for a time appear to nourish 
them, and WONDER quite takes the place 
of the Workings of the SPIRIT OF GOD." 
"At last they are left broken, disappoint
ed, and Sick and Sore at Heart." R&H. o-o-o-o-o-o (A3:833 - - - July 15/1915. 
How much Better to turn to God in’‘Spirit 
and in Truth. To OBEY - and then to PRAY. 
"Ye shall SEEK Me, and FIND Me/ when ye 
shall SEARCH for Me - with ALL your 
Heart.® Jer. 29:13."" -



Report £ 189. THE PHARISEE - THE LAW - AND JOHN RADER.
WAS THE HIARISEE A MORAL MAN?

CHRIST SAID:
“Thou BLIND Pharisee, CLEANSE first that 
which is WITHIN... for ye are like unto 
WHITED SEPULCHRES, which indeed appear 
beautiful OUTWARD, but are WITHIN full of 
DEAD MEN’S BONES, and of all UNCLEANESS,

W© have already proved that the PHARISEE" 
was NOT a Law-keeper. One of these prayed- 
in the Temple for to be seen of men.”"’ 
(I) When Christ wrote- in the Sand the 
ADULTERERS silently sneaked 'away: and only 
Christ and the Woman were left. These“men 
were pot “good Moral men," ";.;had them- 
selves led their Victim into Sin." DA 401.

"Even so ye also OUTWARDLY APPEAR RIGHTEOUS 
unto men, but WITHIN ye are FULL of HYPOCRI
SY and INIQUITY. WOE UNTO YOU, Scribes and 
Pharisees - HYPOCRITES!....

be torn asunder FROM “LAW” 
PART CF THE ‘LAW’" 
o—o-o-o-o—o 
"Those who DISHONOR God by transgressing 
His LAW may. TALK SANCTIFICATION; but it 
is of the same value,, and just as accepta
ble, as was the Offering of CAIN, OBEDI
ENCE to the Commandments of God is the 
ONLY True Sign of 'SANCTIFICATION,,, TRUE 
LOVE will always produce OBEDIENCE.

"Ye SERPENTS, ye GENERATION CF VIPERS, how 
can ye escape the DAMNATION CF HELL?"' Matt. 

23:26-33.
0-0—0-0-0—0—o-o-o-o—0-0—0—0-0-0—0-0-0—0-0-0 
WEBSTER:(HYPOCRITE)- "One who feigns to be 
OTHER and BETTER than he IS. DECEIVER.CHEAT" ) 
o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
"Woe unto- you, Scribes and Pharisees - 
HYPOCRITES! for ye devour widow’s Houses, 
and for a PRETENCE make LONG PRAYERS: there
fore ye shall’ receive the GREATER DAMNATION, 
... Ye FOOLS and BLIND." Matt.23:I4,I9.
“For they SAY - and DO NOT’,,, they themselves 
will not move them with one of their Fingers" 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 Matt.23:3,4.

In view of the above CONDEMNATION 
by Christ Himself of the MOTIVES 
and HEARTS of the PHARISEES - 
consider the words of JOHN RADER: 

0—0—0—0—0—0 '
(1) "..♦by the Prayer of the PHARISEE, we 
can see that MORALLY he was a GOOD HAN," 
JOHN RADER - LETTER 9-3-63. Oroville, Wash.
(2) "...the PHARISEE had GOOD’LAW KEEPING." 
(3 ) "CHARACTER Is not attained by a rigid

_, LAW-KEEPING, the JEWS did that much".” (Same, ) 
(4).."SATAN does not care how much we‘Talk 
about the LAW, or how' hard we may try to 

...keep it," "...they, are Surprised, in the 
, JUDGMENT it'is Mercy,. Longsuff cring, Kind
ness, Love,. Not a word is mentioned about .„ the letter of the tAW, that out, if we come 
to the JUDGMENT as good Law—keepers only we 
are OUT -- it does not count.,." OROVILLE,. ’ 
WASH. LETTERS 9-3-63. ’ 9-12-63 . JOHN RADER. 
O-O-O-O—Or0—0-0—o—o-o-d-o-o—0-0-0—O—O-O-O-O ■

Feb.22,1965. 
(This present ATTACK ) by THE HOEHNS - 
(against the LAW is but) Drawer 130-West 
(an ECHO of PESTES and ) GRAND FORKS, B .6% 
(BRINSMFAD - two ADVENT^ANADA , '
(1ST PREACHERS’ GEP4&.) o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-O 

QT There* Lslio* Statement in all the 
Bible which' says the PHARISEE or the 
PHARISEES kept the LAW - it is just the 
OPPOSITE. They observed FORMS - RITES - 
CEREMONIES - of their own DEVISING - 
from their own TRADITION - not from God’s 
Commandments. In fact - they made God’s 
Commandments "of NON-EFFECT" by their 
Tradition.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"The greater their distance from God, 
the more rigorous they were in their 
OBSERVANCE of these FORMS." FK 709.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"The RABBIS had MISCONSTRUED (the LAW) 
as a COLD and RIGID CODE OF EXACTIONS ." 
o-o-o-o—0—0 MB 113.
"They REFUSED obedience to God’s Command
ments." COL 277.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"While PROFESSING to Obey - they REFUSED 
to render OBEDIENCE to God," COL 278.
0—0—0—0—0—0
"...by CUNNING SOPHISTRIES they reasoned 
away the Force of God’s PRECEPTS,"278. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 ,. ,
(3) "The LAW of God is the Standard by 
which the CHARACTER and the lives of mon 
will be TESTED in the JUDGMENT,"GC 482. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"Their CHARACTERS are found to be “in' .* 
HARMONY with the LAW of God." GC 4^3, 
0—0—0—0—0—0
"God’s great object... is to try men, 
to give them opportunity to DEVELOP 
CHARACTER. Thus he proves whether they 
are OBEDIENT or DISOBEDIENT to. His COM
MANDMENTS." COL 283..
0—0—0—0—0—0
(4) This VENTRILOQUIST in. his DUOLOGUE 
attempts to SEPARATE "LOVE" from "LAW"—“ 
but LOOK at the TEN COMMANDMENTS and the 
FIRST THING . THERIN IS . "LOVE"" -' it cannot 
be torn asunder FROM “LAW” - it is a



with Truth." PP 338.

SOUNDING NICE.
What appears to be FOOLING many Today 
is the Purveyors of False Doctrine can 
"quote Scripture" - this SATAN did when 
he TEMPTED Christ.
O—0—0—0—0*0
Then again - they "SOUND NICE" - this 
SATAN can do also - "As an ANGEL of LIGHT® 
- but if they speak NOT according to the 
LAW and to the TESTIMONY - then "BELIEVE 
THEM NOT." "From such WITHDRAW THYSELF." 
Intimate association will soon defile 
the Christian. The ONLY safety is in 
"Come APART and be ye SEPARATE." 
0*0*0—0*0*0
Do we not know that the BEER-BARON is 
"NICE" * ? That the GUN-RUNNER is "NICE"? 
That the SEDUCER of other Wcnen ’s' Husbands 
can be EVER SO "NICE" - ? That the DEVIL 
HIMSELF can be as "NICE" as an "ANGEL ' 
FROM HEAVEN." No - "NICENESS" is NOT the 
TEST - the TEST is TRUTH - do they SPEAK 
"ACCORDING TO THIS WORD?" For it is 
Written that "WITHOUT are those who LOVE" 
and those who "MAKE" a LIE. Rev.21:27.’ 
And "every man" will be "JUDGED*1 accord
ing to his "WORKS." Rev.20:I3. Therefore 
we know that the concerted Attack from 
BABYLON and every conceivable Corner - 
is the Last attempt of the DEVIL to over
throw our FAITH - for he knoweth that he" 
has but a Short Time. Let us not be moved, 
Brethren — by all the "NICENESS" or the 
"SOUNDING NICE" platitudes of VANITY - 
for if we reexamine the Evidence we will 
See that the "MYSTERY" the SCARLET WOMAN 
that rides the BEAST - comes with "LOVE" 
and the offer of "UNITY •“ Let us not be' 
Fooled by these things. "IF UNITY could 
be secured only by the compromise of TRUTH 
and RIGHTEOUSNESS - then LET THERE BE “ ’ 
DIFFERENCE - AND EVEN WAR." GC 4?.SR 324. 
O*0*O*O*O*O*O*O*O*O-O*O—0-0-0-O*O—O—0*0 
"We ate to be Justified by FAITH and 
Judged by WORKS. God’s LAW dAims OBEDI^' 
ENCE from all, and CONDEMNS Disobedience. 
All are Tested and proved, to see if they 
WILL keep the LAW of the Heavenly Courts. 
At this Time, when UNIVERSAL CONTEMPT is 
shown by' the professed Christian World 
to the Royal LAW of Jehovah, GOD-’S WITNESS
ES are to ARISE and show their Loyally “ 
by keeping his LAW. Their prayer will be, 
"It is Time for thee, Lord, to work: for 
they have made void thy LAW." A3:559.
0*0—0—0—0*0-
"Blessed are they that DO His Commandments, 
that they may have RIGHT to the Tree of 
LIFE, and may enter in through the Gates 
into the City." Rev.22:l4.

2* 189.
"OBEDIENCE is the SIGN of TRUE LOVE." R&H. 
Oct.26,1897. A3:512. (EGW).
0—0*0—0—0 —0
"LOVE - the basis of Creation and of Re- ' 
demption - is the basis of TRUE EDUCATION. 
This is made plain IN THE LAW that God has 
given as the Guide of LIFE. The 1st. and 
GREAT COMMANDMENT is "Thou shalt LOVE the 
Lord thy God..." Ed.16. 
0—0—0—0—0*0
This TALK of love WITHOUT the Law is only 
a PRETENCE and SPURIOUS. The PHARISEE did 

"that much." 
0—0*0—0—0*0 
"Should he openly profess to be Warring 
against God and His LAW - men would BEWARE, 
but he DISGUISES himself and MIXES Truth 
with Error. The most dangerous Falsehoods 
are those M 
0—0—0—0—0*0

' "The WORK CF SATAN will be carried on
... through AGENTS. MINISTERS who HATE the LAW 

of God, will employ any means to lead Souls 
from their Loyalty to God." T3:57I. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
"The most surprising of all the circumstances 
that attend this STRONG DELUSION, is that 
they who are given up to it, REALLY BELIEVE 
that they honor Christ by overthrowing His 
LAW, and that they are magnifying His~Office 
while they are destroying His Doctrine1! Yea, 
they honor Him just as JUDAS did when he 
said, mail, Master, and KISSED Him.’ And He 
may as justly say to every one of them, 
"Betrayest thou the Son of man with a KISS?’ 
It is no other than betraying Him with a 
Kiss, to TALK of His Blood, and take away 
His Crown; to set Light by any part- of His 
LAW, under PRETENSE of advancing His Gospel. 
Nor indeed can anyone escape this charge, 
who preaches FAITH in any such a manner as 
either directly or indirectly tends to set 
aside ANY Branch of OBEDIENCE: who preaches 
Christ so as to disannul, or weaken in any 
wise, the .LEAST of the COMMANDMENTS’of God." 
(Wesley’s Works, Sermon 25.) GC 263.IK 178. 
o-o-o-o-o-o -*
"By the LAW 1© the Knowledge of Sin."GC 264. 
o—0*0*0—O—o
"In seeking to cast-CONTEMPT" upon the Divine 
Statutes, SATAN has perverted the Doctrines 

. pf the Bible... THE LAST GREAT STRUGGLE be
tween TRUTH and ERROR is but the final 
struggle of the long-standing CONTROVERSY 
concerning the LAW of God. Upon THIS BATTLE 
we are now entering, * a BATTLE between the 
LAWS CF MEN and the PRECEPTS CF JEHOVAH, be
tween the Religion of the Bible and the / 
Religion of FABLE and TRADITION." GC 582.


